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ABSTRACT
A highly loaded turbine exit guide vane with active boundary layer control was investi-
gated experimentally in the High Speed Cascade Wind Tunnel at the University of the
German Federal Armed Forces Munich. The experiments include profile Mach number
distributions, wake traverse measurements as well as boundary layer investigations with
a flattened Pitot probe. Active boundary layer control by fluidic oscillators was applied to
achieve improved performance in the low Reynolds number regime. Low solidity, which
can be applied to reduce the number of blades, increases the risk of flow separation re-
sulting in increased total pressure losses. Active boundary layer control is supposed to
overcome these negative effects. The experiments show that active boundary layer control
by fluidic oscillators is an appropriate way to suppress massive open separation bubbles
in the low Reynolds number regime.
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NOMENCLATURE
Symbols
c velocity
cp specific heat capacity
d diameter
F frequency
h blade height
l chord length
ṁ mass flow
Ma Mach number
p pressure
q dynamic pressure
Re Reynolds number
t pitch
T temperature
Tu free-stream turbulence level
u pitchwise coordinate
x streamwise coordinate

β angle
γ heat capacity ratio

ζ pressure loss coefficient
η distance normal to blade surface
ρ density

Subscripts
1 inlet conditions
2 outlet conditions
AFC Active Flow Control
ax axial direction
is isentropic
loc local value
pas middle flow passage
Pitot measured with a Pitot probe
Pl Plenum
S Stagger
t total
W Wind tunnel coordinate system
∞ local free-stream condition
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Abbreviations
AFC Active Flow Control
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
FS Full Scale
PS Pressure Side

Rd Reading
SS Suction Side
TEC Turbine Exit Case

INTRODUCTION
Full order books of the aircraft manufactures indicate a huge demand for new high efficient

aircraft, even in times of falling oil prices. Hence, new high efficient jet engine technologies
have to be developed. Environmental aspects as well as legal restrictions and the financial as-
pect are important factors that push this development. One possibility to improve the efficiency
of a jet engine by weight reduction is the application of highly loaded airfoils. Curtis et al.
(1997) like many others reported a significant increase in efficiency for low pressure turbines
with highly loaded profiles. Thus, this concept is already used in current jet engines. Another jet
engine component that has not been investigated in this detail, is the turbine exit case (TEC). As
it is placed after the low pressure turbine, the TEC has a rather big mean diameter. Reducing the
amount of blades of the TEC can therefore contribute to a substantial amount of overall weight
reduction. As a consequence of the reduced blade count the remaining profiles can encounter a
higher aerodynamic loading.
The design process of such a highly loaded turbine exit case profile with active boundary layer
control was presented by Kurz et al. (2016). The paper describes in detail the profile pressure
distribution which was chosen for the highly loaded TEC profile according to CFD predictions
with the numerical code MISES. For the current investigations the profile has been intensively
tested in the High Speed Cascade Wind Tunnel at the Institute of Jet Propulsion at the University
of the German Federal Armed Forces in Munich. All measurements were conducted at an inlet
Mach number ofMa1 = 0.35 and covered an inlet Reynolds number range fromRe1 = 50, 000
to Re1 = 300, 000 at many different actuation mass flow ratios. As this is a huge database, the
paper concentrates on the discussion of the application of active flow control for the smallest
Reynolds number Re1 = 50, 000. This is a very interesting case as there is an open separation
bubble on the suction side without reattachment in the non-actuated case. With actuation reat-
tachment of the flow on the suction side can be established. The conducted experiments include
isentropic Mach number distributions of the profile, wake traverse measurements behind the
trailing edge as well as boundary layer investigations with a flattened Pitot probe on the suction
side. The results of these different measurement techniques will be discussed and compared to
each other.
For the investigations active flow control by fluidic oscillators was chosen as flow control
method. Cattafesta and Sheplak (2011) and Niehuis and Mack (2014) compared in their ar-
ticles many different methods for boundary layer control. As the profile was expected to suffer
from negative flow separation effects only in the low Reynolds number regime passive methods
were excluded. According to for example Volino (2003) passive flow control devices can pro-
duce higher losses beyond the low Reynolds number regime. Since the profile is supposed to
be applicable over a wide Reynolds number range an active flow control method was favoured.
Comparing different active methods several authors like Bons et al. (2008) and Cerretelli and
Kirtley (2009) reported that unsteady excitation of the boundary layer flow is much more ef-
ficient than for example steady blowing. Cerretelli and Kirtley (2009) achieved with fluidic
oscillators a 60% reduction of injection momentum combined with a 30% reduction in blowing
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power compared to optimal steady blowing in a diffuser test rig. Different dimensionless fre-
quencies were investigated by Cerretelli and Kirtley (2009) following the work by Glezer et al.
(2005) who investigated high frequency actuation with synthetic jet actuators. Cerretelli and
Kirtley (2009) used dimensionless blowing frequencies which were about 5 to 10 times higher
than the frequencies for the shear layer vortices actuation. These frequencies showed less re-
duction of the losses than the frequencies for the shear layer vortices. Following the intention of
Cerretelli and Kirtley (2009) who wanted to demonstrate the effectiveness of fluidic oscillators
over a wide operating range in the current paper the actuators are operated at a high frequency
mode. In contrast to the previous work the frequency is not just increased by a factor but chosen
to match the Tollmien-Schlichting instabilities at the separation point according to the linear
stability theory for example shown by Wazzan et al. (1968).

TEC-C CASCADE
The TEC-C cascade which was used for the current measurements consists of five blades.

Together with the turning vanes there are five full flow passages. The blade height is given by
two side walls as h = 160mm. The chord length is l = 67.2mm which results together with
the pitch of t = 97.0mm in a rather big pitch to chord ratio of t/l = 1.44. More details on the
cascade geometry and the design intent can be found in Tab. 1 and in Kurz et al. (2016).
To establish good flow periodicity turning vanes as well as tailboards and boundary layer suc-
tion at the top and bottom wall of the upstream flow path (Fig. 2) were used. The static pressure
distribution in the inlet plane was measured for all operating points.

Dimension Symbol Value
inlet Mach number Ma1 0.35

inlet flow angle β1 118.2◦

inlet Turbulence intensity Tu1 1.9%
axial chord length lax 66.6 mm
pitch to chord ratio t/l 1.44

stagger angle βS 81.6◦

Table 1: Geometry and operating conditions of the TEC-C cascade

Fluidic Oscillators
Active flow control is realized by fluidic oscillators which are shown with dimensional in-

formation in the left part of Fig. 1. The working principle of the fluidic oscillator is based on
the Coanda effect and is explained in detail by Mack et al. (2011). The oscillator is driven by
pressurized air. Due to the Coanda effect the air flow attaches to one of the two channels leaving
the nozzle. The major part of the flow exits the oscillator through the outlet hole of the feedback
channel. A small portion of the flow continues through the feedback channel and the impulse
at the nozzle makes the flow flip to the other side so that it advances through the other feedback
channel and outlet hole. With the selected fluidic oscillators and the given operating condi-
tions it was possible to achieve oscillation frequencies in the range of 7 − 12 kHz. The three
middle blades have inserts which are equipped with 13 actuators per insert. Bons et al. (2001)
reported that equipping only the three inner blades with active flow control is sufficient for such
measurements. A blade with fluidic oscillator insert is schematically shown in Fig. 1 on the
right. The blowing position is at 21.1% of the axial chord length lax on the suction side of the
profile. The boundary layer was estimated by CFD calculations to be smaller than 1mm at the
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blowing position. In total there are 26 outlet holes of the fluidic oscillators with a diameter of
dAFC = 0.7mm and a spanwise distance of 5.6mm on the suction side of each profile covering
approximately 88% of the blade height. Detailed information on the integration and positioning
of the actuators into the profile was reported by Kurz et al. (2016). Fluidic oscillators have a
manufacturing advantage as they do not depend on moving or electrical parts to produce pulsed
outflow. The required technology is quite comparable to established film cooling technology.

Figure 1: Fluidic oscillators (left) and their integration into the TEC blade (right)

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
All measurements were conducted in the High Speed Cascade Wind Tunnel at the Institute

of Jet Propulsion. The test facility, the applied measurement techniques and instrumentation are
described in this section.

High Speed Cascade Wind Tunnel
The High Speed Cascade Wind Tunnel is a well established test facility for aerodynamic

measurements. It is schematically shown in Fig. 2. Due to the fact that the measurement section
is included in a pressure tank, pressure and temperature can be varied independently such that it
is possible to measure at flight relevant Mach and Reynolds numbers for a TEC profile. The six
stage axial compressor which is providing the air flow circulation in the test section is driven
via a coupling and a gear by a 1.3 MW electrical motor which is located outside of the pressure
tank. The axial compressor accelerates the flow and pushes it trough the test section which
consists of flow regulation devices such as coolers, a settling chamber, a turbulence generator
grid as well as a nozzle. The cascade is mounted on a rotatable ring such that the inflow angle
can be varied. More information on the test facility can be found in Sturm and Fottner (1985).

Instrumentation
Operating point
In order to calculate the operating point of the profile the total temperature Tt1, the total

pressure pt1 as well as the static pressure p1 at the inlet are needed. The total temperature is
measured in the settling chamber by four PT100 platinum resistance thermometers. The nozzle
of the test section is supposed to be adiabatic so that the total temperature Tt1 at the inlet is the
same. The total pressure pt1 is measured with a Pitot probe with a diameter of 2mm in the inlet
measurement plane which is located approximately 56mm upstream of the cascade. The static
pressure p1 is measured by static pressure taps which are also located in the inlet measurement
plane.
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Figure 2: High Speed Cascade Wind Tunnel

Mach number distribution
The Mach number distribution of the profile is determined by static pressure taps in the pro-

file blades. The static pressure taps on the suction side are located in the blade above the middle
blade and the static taps on the pressure side are in the blade below the middle blade. In total,
there are 24 static pressure taps on the suction side and 17 static pressure taps on the pressure
side. The leading edge as well as the trailing edge are equipped with static pressure taps on the
suction side and on the pressure side of the instrumented blades. These taps can further be used
for periodicity checks. All static pressure taps are connected to 98RK pressure transducers with
an accuracy of 0.05% of the full scale range of 345mbar.
Interaction between the fluidic oscillators and the static pressure taps acting as resonant de-
vices as for example shown by Yang and Spedding (2013) can be neglected. On one hand the
measured data agrees very well with numerical CFD data shown in Kurz et al. (2016). On
the other hand the tube length between the taps and the pressure transducers indicates resonant
frequencies that are far away from the operating frequencies of the fluidic oscillators.

Wake traverses
The wake traverse measurements were conducted with a five hole probe with a probe head

diameter of 2.6mm. The pressures of the five hole probe are acquired with PSI9116 pressure
transducers. According to the data sheet they provide an accuracy of 0.15% of the full scale
range for pressures below 69mbar and 0.05% of the full scale range for all higher pressures.
The wake traverses were conducted over a pitch length. At first the traversing plane was chosen
to be 40% of the chord length behind the trailing edge. As a significant open separation for
the smaller Reynolds numbers was observed, which lead to big changes in the flow angle, the
distance of the traverse plane for Re1 = 50, 000 and Re1 = 75, 000 was revised to 80% of the
chord length behind the trailing edge in order to stay within the calibration range of the five hole
probe. Both measurement planes are schematically shown in Fig. 3. The position of the probe
is measured with linear encoders and angle encoders which are monitored by HEIDENHAIN
digital readouts. The reading accuracy of these digital readouts is 0.01mm for each axis and
0.01◦ for the pitch angle.

Boundary layer
For the boundary layer analysis a flattened Pitot probe with an outer head height of approxi-

mately 0.3mm and head width of 1.3mm was utilized. The inner probe head height is 0.1mm.
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More information concerning this measurement technique can be found in Stotz et al. (2014)
and Brachmanski et al. (2014). It was used for measurements along the suction side surface in
order to investigate the boundary layer development as well as for total pressure measurements
perpendicular to the suction surface at 98% of the axial chord length as shown in Fig. 3. All
measurement positions are represented by a black dot. Along the suction surface they are con-
sistent with the positions of the static pressure taps. The flattened Pitot probe was connected to
the same PSI9116 pressure transducers as the five hole probe with a full scale range of 50mbar.
Furthermore, the same probe positioning system was used as for wake traverses.
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Figure 3: Illustration of wake traverse measurement planes (left) and measurement posi-
tions of the flattened Pitot probe (right)

As the flow angle changes when traversing the probe from the surface of the suction side to
the middle of the passage, the flattened Pitot probe encounters an inflow angle distortion as it
is aligned perpendicular to the surface. CFD-data gained with MISES confirms this flow angle
variation which is strengthened in the low Reynolds number regime. It can be attributed to
the rather big pitch to chord ratio as well as the tendency to flow separation. The inflow angle
distortion of the flattened Pitot probe leads to a reduction of the measured total pressures as for
example shown by Tropea et al. (2007). As a consequence it is not possible to determine the
exact boundary layer thickness experimentally by this measurement method alone. However, it
can be used to compare the different boundary layers qualitatively with each other for different
mass flow rates of the active flow control.

Actuation mass flow
The actuation mass flow was measured with an EL-FLOW mass flow controller F-201-AV.

The mass flow controller is fed by pressurized air at 3.5 bar. For all presented mass flows
up to 292mg/s a calibration curve with a full scale of 416.8mg/s and a rated accuracy of
±(0.5%Rd + 0.1%FS) was used. For the current measurements the actuation mass flow rate
ṁAFC is defined as the cumulative mass flow trough all 39 fluidic oscillators. The mass flow
controller is connected through a tube system and a splitter directly with the pressure tanks
inside the three blades. Leakage was checked at all connection points with higher mass flows
under atmospheric conditions using visualization by leakage test spray to detect possible leak-
ages.

Actuation frequency
The actuation frequency of the fluidic oscillators is measured with a single-sensor hot wire

probe at one outlet hole of the middle oscillator of the central blade. Measuring the frequency
features some challenges. The wire of the hot wire probe is with lwire = 1.25mm longer
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than the diameter of the outlet hole of the oscillator which is dAFC = 0.7mm. Therefore no
information on the outlet jet velocity can be gained by the hot wire measurements. Furthermore,
it is also challenging to find the optimal measurement position for the hot wire probe. On the
one hand, the probe cannot be placed too close to the profile as it could be destroyed if the hot
wire probe touches the profile surface. On the other hand, if the probe is placed too far from
the profile, it is possibly not close enough to measure the outflow of the actuator. Due to the
interaction of main flow and actuation mass flow the optimal measurement position can also
change for different operation points. However, the hot wire was always placed by sight above
the outlet hole of the oscillator with a small distance (< 0.5mm) to the blade surface. Hereby,
either a clear frequency peak or no oscillation at all was detected at the same position.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Due to the large amount of measurement data this paper focuses on the evaluation of the

low Reynolds number measurement data and discusses in detail an operating point with an inlet
Reynolds number of Re1 = 50, 000. This operating point provides a good insight into the
operating limits of the fluidic actuators as an open flow separation occurs on the suction side
without active flow control.

Integrated total pressure loss
The wake traverses with the five hole probe at 40% or 80% of the chord length l behind

the trailing edge of the middle blade are used to determine an integral pressure loss coefficient
according to the method reported in Amecke (1967) which calculates a mixed out state using
the conservation of mass, momentum and energy. The integral total pressure loss coefficient is
determined as:

ζ1 =
pt1 − pt2
pt1 − p1

(1)

In Eqn. 1 pt1 is the total inlet pressure, p1 the static inlet pressure and pt2 the outlet pres-
sure which is computed according to Amecke (1967) with the five hole probe pressures. If
experiments are conducted with active flow control by pulsed blowing, the definition has to
be slightly changed to account for the energy addition by the fluidic oscillators. This can be
done by computing a corrected total inlet pressure by using conservation of energy as shown by
Ardey (1998):

p∗∗t1 =

(
ṁ1,pas · cp1 · Tt1 · (pt1)

1−γ
γ + ṁAFC · cp,AFC · Tt,P l · (pt,P l)

1−γ
γ

ṁ1,pas · cp1 · Tt1 + ṁAFC · cp,AFC · Tt,P l

) γ
1−γ

(2)

The inlet mass flow per passage ṁ1,pas is calculated by subtracting the AFC mass flow of one
blade from the outlet mass flow per passage which is gained from the measurements with the
five hole probe as:

ṁ2,pas = ρ2 · c2,ax · h · t. (3)

The total plenum temperature Tt,P l as well as the total plenum pressure pt,P l are the average
values of all three plenums.

With the actuation mass flow corrected inlet total pressure p∗∗t1 a corrected integral total
pressure loss coefficient can be defined accordingly to the definition as:

ζ∗∗1 =
p∗∗t1 − pt2
p∗∗t1 − p1

(4)
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In order to respect the proprietary nature of the experimental data all total pressure losses
are normalized with a reference integral total pressure loss ζref . It is the total pressure loss in
the aerodynamic design point of a state of the art TEC.

Determination of the optimal mass flow rate
The optimal mass flow rate for each operating point was determined experimentally. There-

fore the resolution is limited as only discrete mass flow rates could be tested. Selection criterion
for the optimal mass flow rate was the minimum corresponding total pressure loss. The effect of
AFC on the total pressure losses and the profile Mach number distribution is exemplary shown
for Re1 = 50, 000 in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Local total pressure loss (left) and isentropic Mach number distribution (right)
for different mass flow rates at Re1 = 50,000

Without actuation and with a mass flow rate of ṁAFC = 73mg/s the Mach number dis-
tribution looks completely different than with higher mass flows. This indicates an open flow
separation without reattachment. The impact on the whole flow behaviour around the profile is
very strong as shown by Fig. 4 (right). The peak Mach number on the suction side is consider-
ably smaller and the Mach number at the trailing edge is much higher. That means the profile
is not able to decelerate the flow as much as it was supposed to.
The referenced integral total pressure losses are also given in the left part of Fig. 4. For this
operating point a mass flow rate of ṁAFC = 117mg/s is associated with the smallest total
pressure losses. The corresponding mass flow ratio is ṁAFC/ṁ1,pas = 2.1 · 10−4 and the local
pressure ratio is pt,P l/ploc = 1.29. Without active flow control the losses are more than four
times higher than in the case with optimal actuation mass flow. This is an impressive result and
demonstrates the usefulness of the boundary layer control by this type of fluidic oscillator. As
can be seen in Fig. 4 at a mass flow rate of ṁAFC = 73mg/s the measured total pressure losses
are even higher than without actuation. Regarding the measured total pressure losses as a result
of the profile boundary layer development, the increase in total pressure losses can be explained
by a slightly thicker boundary layer on the suction side due to a negative effect of the additional
mass flow from the actuator. However, this disturbance of the boundary layer by the actuators
is not sufficient to initiate boundary layer transition and the associated reattachment of the flow
on the suction side.
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Increasing the mass flow rate above ṁAFC = 117mg/s leads to higher total pressure losses.
Yet, these losses are considerably lower than the losses of the two fully separated cases without
and with ṁAFC = 73mg/s mass flow rate. The data indicates that the optimal actuation flow
rate is the smallest actuation flow rate which is able to initiate boundary layer transition and
leads to reattachment of the flow on the suction side for operating points with small Reynolds
numbers and open flow separation. For this profile smaller losses can occur with a small sep-
aration bubble on the suction side compared to a case without separation bubble but earlier
transition. By design intent the displacement effect of the separation bubble can shift the dif-
fusion of the flow towards the trailing edge. Ludewig et al. (2011) also reported for steady
blowing on a low pressure turbine profile that minimum total pressure losses occur with a small
separation bubble on the suction side.
The profile Mach number distribution in the right part of Fig. 4 shows that with the optimal
mass flow rate of ṁAFC = 117mg/s, the smallest Mach number at the trailing edge is mea-
sured. This is confirmed by the data from the wake traverse. For the optimal mass flow rate the
smallest outlet Mach number and the highest flow turning was computed with the measurement
data in the outlet plane.

Actuation frequency
In former publications e.g. by Mack et al. (2011) it was also stated that the frequency of the

oscillation plays a major role for the effectiveness of the actuation. Therefore the frequencies
belonging to the different mass flow rates were measured here with a single-sensor hot wire
probe. The results from these measurements are presented in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Actuation frequency over mass flow rate
The lowest frequency shown in Fig. 5 was measured for a mass flow rate of 146mg/s. For a

mass flow rate of 73mg/s no stable oscillation frequency could be detected. Unfortunately, no
measurement data for the optimal mass flow rate of 117mg/s is available yet, as the frequencies
were measured before the optimal mass flow rate was determined.
Niehuis and Mack (2014) reported that the amplification of Tollmien-Schlichting waves could
be beneficial as this would accelerate the transition process. Therefore, a CFD study was con-
ducted with MISES to determine the boundary layer data at the location of the fluidic actuators.
More information on the CFD data and the utilized setup can be found in Kurz et al. (2016).
With the numerical data a stability analysis using the Orr-Sommerfeld equations as shown by
Mack et al. (2011) can be conducted. This leads to actuation frequencies at the blowing position
between 15 kHz and 30 kHz with an optimum at approximately 24 kHz. These frequencies
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were not reached by the fluidic oscillators applied here. However, active flow control by these
fluidic oscillators was successful as stated by the reduced total pressure losses. The current ex-
periments rather suggest that the actuation mass flow is an important criterion for effective flow
control. Therefore more experimental data with independent variation of mass flow and fre-
quency is desirable and needed to determine more precise criteria for AFC concepts by pulsed
blowing.

Boundary layer development on the suction surface
In order to gain more information on the influence of active flow control on the aerody-

namics of the TEC-profile, measurements with a flattened Pitot probe were conducted. As the
suction side aerodynamics are essential for the losses, the boundary layer measurements are
constrained to the suction side of the profile.

Figure 6: Dynamic surface pressure ratio on the suction side (left) and boundary layer
profiles at 98% of the axial chord length lax (right) for different mass flow rates at
Re1 = 50,000

In Fig. 6 a dynamic pressure ratio according to the definition

qPitot

q∞
(η, xax/lax) =

pt,P itot(η, xax/lax)− pstat(0, xax/lax)
pt1 − pstat(0, xax/lax)

(5)

is shown. In Eqn. 5 pt,P itot(η, xax/lax) is defined as total pressure measured with the flattened
Pitot probe at the position xax/lax with the distance η to the profile surface. The total inlet pres-
sure pt1 is measured at the same instant of time. The local surface pressure on the suction side
pstat at the position xax/lax is measured with the static pressure taps, but with the flattened Pitot
probe moved to a position where it does not affect the profile pressure distribution. During the
measurements of the surface pressure ratio, the distance to the profile surface η is geometrically
half of the probe head height of the flattened Pitot probe as the probe head is supposed to lie flat
on the suction side surface: η = 0.15mm.
For the measurement of the boundary layer with the flattened Pitot probe the same dynamic
pressure ratio is utilized. The static surface pressure pstat is in this case the static pressure
at the position of the boundary layer traverse. This means it is the static surface pressure at
xax/lax = 98%.
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In separation bubbles the dynamic pressure ratio qPitot/q∞ ought to be zero or at least close to
zero as the reverse flow occurring in separation bubbles is not supposed to be measured by the
flattened Pitot probe. Due to vortex structures in the bubble as well as the distance between
the stream line through the Pitot probe head and the suction side surface, the actually measured
dynamic pressure ratios are normally slightly bigger than zero especially when the separation
bubbles are thin. This was also confirmed by Stotz et al. (2014) who compared constant tem-
perature anemometry (CTA) boundary layer measurements to this measurement technique. In
the current measurements, due to the comparison with the Mach number distribution, a pressure
ratio below qPitot/q∞ = 0.05 is regarded as close enough to zero to represent a separation zone.
The limit is shown in Fig. 6 (left) as a pink dash dot line.
The dynamic pressure ratios shown in Fig. 6 (left) start at xax/lax = 14% which was the first
static pressure tap that could be reached with the flattened Pitot probe. Without active flow
control the dynamic pressure ratio decreases from the first measurement position with a steep
gradient. For a laminar boundary layer with a Blasius profile this means that the boundary layer
thickness is increasing. The pressure ratio reaches a very small value below qPitot/q∞ = 0.05
at xax/lax = 26% and does not rise above this value for all following measurement points on
the suction side. Hence, there is separation on the suction side which does not reattach before
the trailing edge of the profile. This is also called an open flow separation on the suction side.
With active flow control at the optimal mass flow rate of ṁAFC = 117mg/s the dynamic pres-
sure ratio also decreases below the separation line at approximately at xax/lax = 40%. But a
short separation region is followed by a rise of the dynamic pressure ratio above the separation
line which is an indication for boundary layer transition from laminar to turbulent. Schlichting
(1979) stated by experiments on a flat plate without separation that due to the change in the
boundary layer profile between a laminar and a turbulent boundary layer profile, a Pitot probe
which is moved parallel to a wall with a fixed distance will measure a total pressure increase in
the transition zone.
Using the pressure increase as selection criterion, the transition zone can be located in the re-
gion from about 55% to 85% of the axial chord length for the case with active flow control.
Towards the trailing edge the pressure ratio decreases. Thus, the boundary layer thickness is in-
creasing towards the trailing edge. The last measurement point is even below the pressure ratio
separation limit of qPitot/q∞ = 0.05 which could be an indication for turbulent flow separation.
However, the boundary layer profile measurements in Fig. 6 (right) for this mass flow rate show
a pressure gradient directly at the suction surface which supports the assertion that the boundary
layer is attached to the suction surface. In separated flows the pressure gradient measured with
the flattened Pitot probe is supposed to be zero or close to zero as for as example shown by the
red curve without AFC in Fig. 6 (right).
Comparing the boundary layer measurements perpendicular to the suction surface at 98% of the
axial chord length which are shown in the right part of Fig. 6, there is a considerable difference
between the cases with and without active flow control. Without active flow control the pressure
ratio stays close to zero for approximately 10mm perpendicular to the surface. From this it can
be concluded that there is a thick layer on the suction side surface where no flow parallel to the
profile suction surface in flow direction can be observed. This flow phenomenon is typical for
separation bubbles. For both actuated cases the boundary layers are remarkably thinner. The
optimal mass flow rate of ṁAFC = 117mg/s has a slightly thinner boundary layer than the
higher mass flow rate. This coincides with the total pressure losses which are also lowest for
the mass flow rate of ṁAFC = 117mg/s. As the boundary layer measurements and the wake
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traverses were all conducted at the same positions the results can be directly compared to each
other. For the cases without and with AFC an approximately three times higher boundary layer
thickness on the suction side leads to an approximately two times wider wake (see Fig. 4, left).
The main difference of the wake can be localized on the suction side part of the wake. Regard-
ing the boundary layer development especially on the suction side of the profile as reported by
Curtis et al. (1997) as the main contributor to the total pressure losses represented by the wake,
the results match very good.

Reynolds number variation
After the detailed discussion of the benefit of active flow control in the low Reynolds number

range, it is worth to take a look at the full operating range. Fig. 7 shows the normalized and
corrected integrated total pressure loss as it is defined in Eqn. 4 for different Reynolds numbers.

Figure 7: Mass flow corrected integrated total pressure loss for different Reynolds num-
bers

The data which is labelled as "AFC off" was measured with the same measurement setup,
but without actuation mass flow. The measurement data "AFC with optimal ṁAFC" was gained
as described before by using for each Reynolds number the data with the lowest integral total
pressure losses which were tested in the current experiments. For Re1 = 300, 000 there is no
measurement value as every mass flow rate which was tested produced higher total pressure
losses than the case without active flow control.
The measurement data for the integral total pressure loss in Fig. 7 show that losses can be
reduced by active flow control over the major part of the operating range of the TEC profile.
For the low Reynolds number range the loss reduction is very significant as open flow separation
could be prevented successfully. Nevertheless, active flow control also reduces the integral total
pressure losses when there are only small separation bubbles present on the suction side for
Reynolds numbers above Re1 ≥ 87, 000.

CONCLUSIONS
A highly loaded turbine exit case profile with active flow control by fluidic actuators was ex-

perimentally investigated in a high speed cascade wind tunnel with different measurement tech-
niques. The concept of active flow control by fluidic oscillators is very successful as a substan-
tial reduction of total pressure losses can be achieved for a Reynolds number of Re1 = 50, 000.
This loss reduction can be gained by changing the flow behaviour on the suction side from open
flow separation to a closed separation bubble. Due to this loss reduction the safe and low loss
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operating range of the TEC profile with active flow control is significantly enlarged compared
to the operating range of the same profile without active flow control.
Total pressure loss data shows that active flow control is beneficial on the presented TEC air-
foil for inflow Reynolds numbers up to Re1 = 150, 000. Only for the highest measured inlet
Reynolds number Re1 = 300, 000 it is advantageous to switch-off the active flow control.
Therefore, this flow concept was proven to be very successful over a broad operating range.
According to the stability analysis the frequencies of the actuators were too small to ignite
Tollmien-Schlichting waves, although the success of active flow control was proven by the cur-
rent measurements. By downscaling the size of the actuator the frequency of the oscillation
could be increased. Therefore, it would be of interest for following experiments to compare
the performance of a smaller actuator with higher frequency and smaller mass flow rate to the
measurement results with the present actuator.
Another topic for further investigation will be the influence of unsteady wakes on this type of
highly loaded profile with active flow control. Howell et al. (2001) reported that they can re-
duce the number of blades in a low pressure turbine by 15% as the incoming wakes of upstream
blade rows can have a beneficial effect on the boundary layer and therefore on the losses of the
profile. That is why further measurements will be conducted with this TEC cascade using a
wake generator with moving bars to simulate blade row interaction. The unsteady inflow condi-
tions will probably have a beneficial effect on the separation bubble. Nevertheless, the high loss
reductions for steady inflow conditions suggest that the usage of fluidic actuators will still be
very valuable. Bons et al. (2011) for example reported that the combination of unsteady wakes
with flow control by vortex generator jets could reduce total pressure losses by 60% compared
to the case with unsteady wakes only.
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